START CAMPAIGN FOR SUMMER CAMP

DEPARTMENTS ASSIGNED QUOTAS

In an effort to pass the $2,000 mark set as the goal in the Green campus, a systematic canvass of the departments, fraternities, faculty, and students will be conducted and initiated today. This is the largest cooperative drive ever attempted for funds which the Christian Association desires to secure. It is estimated that $1,000 of that quota before the end of the week. Tickets are being sold to all members of the campus, the bulk of the money coming from the class treasury. Holders of the tickets will be asked to contribute toward the support of the University from the fund set up for the various class-rooms and other privileges incident to the trip.

CAMS START WORK FOR INTERCLASS HENLEY RACE

Freshman and Sophomore 150-Pounder Crews by Over Three Lengths in Saturday's Race

On account of the rain Saturday, no practice was held by the interclass Henley race crews which will open on Franklin Field at 3:30 A.M. Monday. The C.A.A. will take two 150-pounder crews and four novices to participate in the race. They will be held this afternoon as near Franklin Field as possible. Coach Wright and Class Coach Wilson will follow them on the river and give any uninjured number in the race. Both will be held for their final competition to-day. These two ships will again be put on the river Monday morning, the last date for the regatta being set up on the river.

JOHNS HOPKINS SWAMPS PENNSYLVANIA

Superior stick work, together with defense that was impenetrable at all times, exalted the Johns Hopkins team to a 10:4 victory over the Red and Blue at Baltimore Saturday. The Hopkins team easily outdistanced the University at all times, and after the rain of 20 yards, when the Black and Blue attack broke through Pennsylvania's defense and scored almost at will, it was only a matter of how many goals that could be scored in the limited time.

The Hopkins men were backed by their own out-standing forwards and members of the class; a fine body of forwards and backs. Every player in the eleven was equal to his job, and was kept busy playing. The Johns Hopkins team had the advantage of having a 460 yard lead on the Red and Blue.
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TEAM-MATES \| SEASON'S CUP

The nine ready for the two-day campus jubilee will be open in gym. to-night

TWO-DAY CAMPUS JUBILEE WILL OPEN IN GYM. TO-NIGHT

1922 TRACK SQUAD LOSES

DEAD MEET WITH CORNELL

Carnefliss Freshmen Defeat Red and Blue by One-Point Margin on Rain-Sobbed Track

Competing on a mud-soaked track, the Pennsylvania Pennsy track team will last Saturday lost to Cornell 22 men 1 point. This defeat will now send the Green and Blue squad for first honors to the Columbia meet which will be made a running meeting in the second of the tracks. All players are reported to be in the best condition for tomorrow's meet.

U. S. A. Y. had again prevented the team from making the trip to Yale, for the purpose of a match to be played at an early date. The Yale game to the number of unplayed and will be played at a later date. The team will not be able to make a running meeting in the second of the tracks. All players are reported to be in the best condition for tomorrow's meet.

Horn, a member of the class of 1922, was an operator in the track meet this week, W. C. Kingsbury, 20 C. was appointed as the captain of the team. The Captain was chosen for the event, a meet of the Athletic Council last week. W. C. Kingsbury, 20 C. was appointed as the captain of the team. The Captain was chosen for the event, a meet of the Athletic Council last week. W. C. Kingsbury, 20 C. was appointed as the captain of the team. The Captain was chosen for the event, a meet of the Athletic Council last week.
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OPPORTUNITY.

"On a small side street in Chicago, says our contemporary, the Michigan Daily, "was a little store bearing the sign J. W. Armour & Co. That was a few years ago. Today every score of ground for many, many blocks belongs to the same man who owned that little store. And not only in Chicago, but in practically every principal city of the United States and many cities abroad, stores, large and small, are controlled by J. W. Armour & Co. Evidently Mr. Armour did not naturally in his small office and at the word, the crowd rose up. Indeed, should be the day reading the news. Indeed, he worked with one eye on the door to make sure when opportunity knocked, she would be admitted and bowed courteously."

ROWING THE HENLEY EN MASSE

The American Henley, the largest regular regatta to be staged this year in the country, is being arranged by the Philidelphia Yacht Club. Many of the most prominent clubs in America will race, which means that the eyes of the rowing world will be focused upon Philadelphia at that time. Again taking the lead in college athletics, Pennsylvania has entered, aside from those regular crews, the unchallenged 154-pound crew to face Annapolis, and is also to enter a fixture four class crew for an intercollegiate contest.

Those special events have been arranged to prove the practicability of mass athletics, and they will be watched by athletic critics as an experiment in the combination of exalted athletics with mass athletics. The burden of proof, and the responsibility, lies not only upon the colleges, but upon the press. The rest of us should lend our heartily support to those who do compete."

COMMUNICATION.
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Editor of "The Pennsylvania"

May I have the use of your column to personally thank the Victory Loan committee for their tireless efforts in seeing Pennsylvania "over the top" in the campus campaign just closed? Very few campus campaigns of this sort, undertaken recently, have been fraught with such difficulties as none have been in this campaign. The results have been stimulating and none can fail to be satisfied with them.

The committees chairman and solicitors who expended the most time in the promotion and execution of this campaign deserve the greatest praise. Every member of the large general committee must share in the glory, and it is indeed a satisfaction to the name of every University society is being sent to Washing-

South Stand Was a Field of

"Guilford Daisies"

It was a grand and glorious victory for Penn and Guilford Straws--

Both Came Out A-Head!

Well Young Man?

Do we put one aside for you or will you take it with you now?

Some Peaches, $2.50 to $6.00

HOTEL PALUMBO

Italian Restaurant

Service Unsurpassed.

S. W. CHERTENNE AND DARIEN ST.

BOB GARDNER

3614 Locust Street

Has a Limited Supply of PANAMA HATS

$4.50

Any Size

SUPPORT THE CAMPUS JUBILEE
NOTICES

Sophomore Crew.—All non-reporters today now as soon as possible.
Northeast Club—Meeting to nominate at 10:45, in Houston Hall.
Pennsylvania.—Board meeting to meet at 7, in Houston Hall.
Frisco Senior Society—Meeting in Houston Hall at 4:30 to-night.
Southern Club.—Meet in Room 5, Houston Hall, to-morrow at 1.
Spera—Senior Society—Meeting to-night at 2:15, in Houston Hall.
Football Managerial Candidates.—
Report at A. A. office to-day at 7.
Fresh-Soph. Lunchen Committee.—
Meet in Houston Hall at 11:15.
Ungers graduates.—Meeting in Room 2, Houston Hall, to-day at 3.
Franklin Dinner Committee—Report at Franklin society office to-day at 3.
Campus Jubilee.—Tickets on sale at Christian Association office, Houston Hall.
Junior Tag Committee.—Meet to-day at 11:15, in Houston Hall.
Freshmen Crew.—All men who can recite at bourseau for interclass race.
Senior Class Crew.—All those signed up or wishing to do so report to-day at 1 o'clock.
Junior—Talors who served last Monday report in House As Club at 10:30 to-day.
Record.—All editorial and business candidates report with unused subscriptions cards.
Rifle Team.—Following report for match at 8 o'clock today: Robertson, Marquette, Deason and Wilt.
Junior.—All Juniors wishing to compete for the 1928 class crew report at bourseau at 11:15.
Jubilee Ticket Sellers.—All non-selling ticket report to W. A. Anderson, at 3615 Locust, between 10:30 and 12.
Class Presidents.—Meeting to-day at 10:15, second floor, in Houston Hall.
Gardner, Bingham, Siegfried, Harrell.
Campus Jubilee.—Shirtwinder and workers will report to Mr. Coleman's office at 9 a.m.
Currie, J. Bryson, M. Hagerty, S. Dreher, Van Vuren, Baker, Jackson, Shaw, Plumb, Wilson, Dodds, Loven.
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BETA GAMMA SIGMA MEETS.

Society Will Endeavor to Increase Its Prestige and Popularity.

Beta Gamma Sigma, the honorary fraternity of the Wharton School, held its initiation luncheon in the banquet room at the Hotel Adelphi Saturday afternoon. About forty members were present, including several prominent alumni. Dr. Edward P. Money acted as headmaster, and Dr. C. G. Ahlstrum, president of one of Philadelphia's high schools, gave the leading address.

Plates were formulated by which the popularity of this society will be increased. This society is comparatively young, but its numbers and prestige are increasing rapidly with the growth of popularity of commercial schools. Heads of the various departments of the Wharton School will draw up a schedule for their particular subject at certain times in the near future, and these papers will be printed for distribution among the students.

DEBATE COUNCIL MEETS TO-DAY.

Will Consider Changes in Arrangement with Cornell and Columbia.

Concluding the forensic affairs of the year, offers for next season will be shown at the University Debate Council meeting today at 1:20, in the rooms of the Philomathean Literary Society. All members are asked to be present, as many matters affecting the future of the activity are to be treated.

One of the leading discussions at the meeting will be to consider a change to the Triangular Agreement with Cornell and Columbia. This agreement has lasted for three years, but at a recent meeting tendencies toward more extemporaneous speaking were expressed by members. It has been suggested that the time for preparation should be shortened to three weeks, making a shorter but more enthusiastic period for the trials. Other matters relating to the agreement will also be brought up.

OVER-SUBSCRIPTION INCREASED.

Victory Bond Sales on Saturday Add

to Campus Loan Total.

Over-seeing the campaign by the University during Saturday, this week, was the total of the three-week's campaign at $109,456, an amount that is $5,456 over the campus quota. Final reports have not all been turned in by the Campus Committees. A. C. McCurry, chairman of the campaign, will be in the Nassau Club between 12:30 and 4:00 o'clock today to receive outstanding pledges. The names of men on Cunningham's, Gleaeke's and Harrar's teams, $9,200. Total, $108,456.

THE BUREAU OF LABOR

WASHINGTON, D.C.

A Steam Table and Pastry Shop

Is the New Plan of the

University Lunch Room and Restaurant

2465 Woodland Avenue

Your Service and Your Satisfaction Are Guaranteed.

CHARTERED R.4:

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY

BROAD AND CHESTNUT STS.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,000,000

INDIVIDUAL TRUST FUNDS $25,000,000

Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian and Administrator

Interest Allowed on Deposits

Member of Federal Reserve System.

E. B. MORRIS, President

MURAD

TURKISH CIGARETTES

ARE MADE ESPECIALLY FOR THE DISCRIMINATING AND EXPERIENCED SMOKER OF HIGH GRADE TURKISH CIGARETTES

The blending is exceptional

MAKERS OF THE HIGHEST GRADE TURKISH AND EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES IN THE WORLD

20 Cents

They are just like meeting your Best Girl face to face.

REMEMBER—There are no others like your "B. G."